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Detecting Examinees With
Pre-knowledge in Experimental Data
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Sarah L. Toton* and Dennis D. Maynes

Caveon, Data Forensics, American Fork, UT, United States

The detection of examinees who have previously accessed proprietary test content is a

primary concern in the context of test security. Researchers have proposed using item

response times to detect examinee pre-knowledge, but progress in this area has been

limited by a lack of real data containing credible information about pre-knowledge and by

strict statistical assumptions. In this work, an innovative, but simple, method is proposed

for detecting examinees with pre-knowledge. The proposed method represents a

conditional scaling that assesses an examinee’s response time to a particular item,

compared to a group of examinees who did not have pre-knowledge, conditioned on

whether or not the item was answered correctly. The proposed method was investigated

in empirical data from 93 undergraduate students, who were randomly assigned to have

pre-knowledge or not. Participants took a computerized GRE Quantitative Reasoning

test and were given no items, half the items, or half the items with correct answers to

study before the test, depending on their condition. Exploratory analysis techniques were

used to investigate the resulting values at both the item and person-level, including factor

analyses and cluster analyses. The proposed method achieved impressive accuracy of

separation between disclosed and undisclosed items and examinees with and without

pre-knowledge (96 and 97% accuracy for cluster analyses, respectively), demonstrating

detection power for item disclosure and examinee pre-knowledge. The methodology

requires minimal assumptions about the data and can be used for a variety of modern

test designs that preclude other types of data forensic analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

Greater access to technology and the rise of standardized testing have led to an increase in threats of
cheating on tests. Pre-knowledge of exam content occurs when exam items, options, and/or answers
(presumed or actual) are harvested and shared with future examinees. Examinees maymemorize or
record exam content and divulge that information to future examinees via conversations, forums
or online groups, review courses, shared files, or even by selling exam content online. The result is
examinees who have accessed exam content prior to testing, gaining an unfair advantage through
pre-knowledge of the content. When items are disclosed and pre-knowledge is gained, test security
is violated and the validity of test scores should be questioned. In this paper, a new method for
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analyzing response time data is proposed that makes minimal
assumptions about the nature of the data and provides
meaningful information about extreme response times,
aiding in the detection of disclosed items and examinees
with pre-knowledge.

There are several known cases in which widespread pre-
knowledge was observed after exam content was disclosed. In
one case, the certifications of 139 physicians were suspended for
soliciting or sharing exam content through exam preparation
courses (American Board of Internal Medicine, 2010). In another
case, more than 250 examinees who allegedly accessed or
shared exam content on social media sites were identified and
penalized (Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy,
2015). In yet another case, the average GRE score for several
countries increased by 50–100 points on test sections with
scaled scores ranging from 200 to 800 (Kyle, 2002). It was
discovered that exam content was being posted and widely
accessed by examinees in these countries. Information on
the prevalence of pre-knowledge is understandably difficult to
obtain, but cases like these can provide information about the
potential magnitude of the issue when the stakes for exams
are high.

Pre-knowledge is difficult to detect because there are not
usually external signs of this type of cheating (Bliss, 2012).
Typically, examinees with pre-knowledge have accessed and
memorized exam content before testing. These factors mean that
the detection of pre-knowledge must be accomplished through
data forensics analyses rather than through surveillance by test
proctors or video cameras.

Expected Patterns of Examinees
With Pre-Knowledge
Examinees with pre-knowledge presumably do not answer test
questions by conventional independent and intellectual means.
Given that standardized tests have many respondents providing
predictable and valid response patterns, examinees with pre-
knowledge likely have different, identifiable response patterns
in their data. In order to detect examinee pre-knowledge, it
is important to understand how pre-knowledge influences data
patterns. Differences are likely to manifest in both the item scores
and the response time patterns. Additionally, examinees with
pre-knowledge are likely respond to disclosed and undisclosed
items differently, even after item difficulty and complexity are
taken into account.

Examinees with pre-knowledge are likely to receive a higher
score than they would have given their own ability, although
their exact score depends on: the accuracy of the source of the
pre-knowledge, their capability to memorize and recall the test
content, and their ability level prior to obtaining pre-knowledge.
Thus, score is not likely to be a powerful predictor of pre-
knowledge unless it is analyzed in combination with other
variables, such as item response times (RTs) or latencies.

There are many possible patterns that could represent pre-
knowledge, but at a basic level, examinees with pre-knowledge
are expected to:

• score higher on disclosed items than other items, because they
likely accessed answers to these items while preparing for the
exam (van der Linden and van Krimpen-Stoop, 2003; Belov,
2016a; Toton et al., in preparation);

• avoid or neglect studying for the test, thus receiving lower
scores on undisclosed items than other items; and

• respond more quickly to disclosed items than to other items,
because they were previously exposed to these items, and thus
may spend less time reading the item content and selecting
a response (van der Linden and van Krimpen-Stoop, 2003;
Toton et al., in preparation).

Although we have separated items into disclosed and
undisclosed for the purpose of this research, it is very common
that the status of a group of items is unknown. Thus, it is
important to note that detecting an item as undisclosed does
not necessarily indicate that the item has not been disclosed. In
addition, different subsets of examinees may have pre-knowledge
of different items.

The above patterns in item scores and response times are
generally expected to be true when pre-knowledge is present,
although variability in these patterns is to be expected. The
statistical methods to detect pre-knowledge use some or all
of these patterns in order to identify examinees who are
suspected of having pre-knowledge and/or items that may have
been disclosed.

Statistics to Detect
Examinee Pre-Knowledge
A wide variety of statistical approaches for detecting pre-
knowledge have been explored in the literature and it is beyond
the scope of this paper to review all of them. We will briefly
describe categories of methods to detect pre-knowledge and a few
methods to represent each category. For more comprehensive
reviews on the wide variety of statistics used to detect pre-
knowledge, see Bliss (2012), Eckerly (2017), or Scott (2018).
Categories of methods to detect pre-knowledge include analyses
of person-fit, similarity, score differences, and response times.
Some methods may span multiple categories. For example, the
method proposed in this paper applies the logic of person-fit and
score-differencing statistics to response time data.

Person-Fit Statistics
Person-fit statistics only require item scores to compute
and are a part of a typical psychometric analysis. Thus,
computing person-fit statistics to detect pre-knowledge is a
standard approach for psychometricians. Examinees without
pre-knowledge are expected to respond to test items in Guttman
patterns, such that examinees are expected to answer easier
test items correctly up until a specific difficulty level and
then answer all test items harder than that level incorrectly
(Guttman, 1944). Person-fit statistics quantify the degree of
misfit between an examinee’s responses and the expected
Guttman pattern.

One person-fit statistic that is a common baseline for detecting
pre-knowledge is lz (Drasgow et al., 1985). This statistic is the
standardized log likelihood of a test response, based on an Item
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Response Theory (IRT) model. It is assumed that lz is normally
distributed, but that is often not the case in live data. Karabatsos
(2003) assessed the performance of 36 person-fit indices in
detecting unusual response patterns (e.g., a high ability examinee
answering easy items incorrectly, but difficult items correctly),
including lz . The best statistic,Ht (Sijtsma andMeijer, 1992), was
a non-parametric statistic that compared an examinee’s response
pattern to the response patterns of all other examinees. Generally,
non-parametric (i.e., those not based on IRT models) person-
fit indices performed better than parametric indices. Another
study, which applied IRT models to simulated data to detect
cheating found that the lco difference (Ferrando, 2007), a sum
of squared, standardized residuals across items, performed better
than other methods, including Ht (Clark et al., 2014). All of the
tested person-fit methods performed poorly on data with low
rates of cheating.

The main limitations of using person-fit statistics to detect
pre-knowledge are that they have relatively lower power than
other statistics (Belov, 2016a) and that all types of misfit to the
model is identified and flagged, so drawing inferences about what
may have caused the misfit to the model (e.g., examinee pre-
knowledge) is extremely difficult. Additionally, if pre-knowledge
is widespread, it may be that examinees without pre-knowledge
exhibit misfit.

Similarity Statistics
Similarity statistics quantify the agreement between examinees’
responses. Answer-copying statistics are a type of similarity
statistics that are typically computed for a single pair of
examinees. Similarity statistics are a broader category than
answer-copying statistics since they do not require labeling of
source and copier examinees and are generally designed to
detect groups larger than two who may have shared a source
of pre-knowledge.

Angoff (1974) developed and researched the performance
of eight answer-copying statistics. The two best statistics were
those that (1) identified anomalously large numbers of identical
incorrect responses in a pair of examinees, compared to other
pairs of examinees with similar products of incorrect and
identical incorrect responses, and (2) represented the maximum
identical incorrect responses, or omitted responses, in a string
of identical responses, compared to other pairs of examinees
with similar scores. Similarly, Frary et al. (1977) developed the
g2 statistic to compare the number of identical responses in a
pair to the expected number of identical responses. To compute
the expected number of identical responses, a source and a
copier are labeled in the pair and then the probability that the
copier selected the same response as the source is calculated and
these probabilities are summed over all items. This difference
between the expected identical responses and observed identical
incorrect responses is then standardized. This statistic is based
in classical test theory (CTT). Wollack (1997) expanded on this
work, developing the omega (ω) statistic, which is computed in a
similar manner, but is based in the framework of IRT and uses the
nominal response model (Bock, 1972) to obtain the probabilities
that each examinee will select a particular response option.

van der Linden and Sotaridona (2006) and Maynes (2017)
also used the nominal response model to estimate probabilities
of an examinee selecting a particular response. The generalized
binomial test developed by van der Linden and Sotaridona
(2006) counts the total identical answers between examinees
and compares it to the expected number. The M4 similarity
statistic compares the observed identical incorrect, identical
correct, and non-matching responses to the expected counts,
based on the examinees’ scores, using a generalized trinomial
distribution (Maynes, 2017). Both of these methods provide a
way to assess mismatch between the expected level of similarity
between examinees and the observed level of similarity.

The main limitation of using similarity statistics to detect
pre-knowledge is that their performance is known to be
affected by the examinees’ scores. High-scoring examinees should
have strong agreement in their responses, since they provide
mostly correct responses. Additionally, similarity statistics were
developed for use on fixed form tests, where all examinees
receive the same items, but often cannot achieve sufficient power
in modern test designs such as computerized adaptive testing
(CAT) or linear-on-the-fly testing (LOFT) because the number of
items in common across examinees is typically very small. Thus,
similarity analyses are powerful but often cannot be conducted
with confidence in data obtained from modern test designs, due
to the small number of common items.

Score-Differencing Statistics
If information about the items is known, different subsets of
items can be scored and then the scores compared across subsets.
For example, if a subset of items is known to be undisclosed
(e.g., a group of new items is added to an exam), scores
on the undisclosed items can be compared to scores on the
remainder of the items. Examinees with much lower scores on
the undisclosed subset and much higher scores on the remainder
of the items should be detected as anomalous. These analyses
are often referred to as score-differencing or differential person
functioning analyses.

The Deterministic, Gated Item Response Theory Model
proposed by Shu et al. (2013) detects examinees with pre-
knowledge by separating probably disclosed items and probably
undisclosed items. Score differences between the two item types
are computed and examinees are split into those suspected of
having pre-knowledge and those who are not based on those
differences. Depending on the classification of the examinee
and the item type, the ability level on the measured construct
and the ability level due to cheating are both estimated. In this
way, the model can identify a “true” ability level, untainted by
the influence of probably disclosed items. Eckerly et al. (2015)
expanded on this work, proposing a process of purifying the
scale of item and person parameters by removing detected
examinees from the computation of item difficulty parameters
and then using the purified item parameters to re-estimate
ability estimates. This modification reduced false-positives, while
maintaining detection power.

Belov (2017) developed the posterior shift statistic, which
is a Bayesian analysis that compares posterior distributions of
ability between subsets of items. For example, comparing known
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disclosed items to remaining items, or known undisclosed items
to the remaining items. An expansion of this work injects
a posterior shift statistic into a specially organized Markov
Chain Monte Carlo to simultaneously detect disclosed items and
examinees with pre-knowledge in a situation where a subset
of undisclosed items is known (Belov, 2016b). The results
suggest that the method performs well, even when the known
undisclosed subset actually contains up to 15% disclosed items,
but not when the known undisclosed subset contains 30%
disclosed items. Thus, the method is robust to some error in
specifying the undisclosed subset, but requires that the majority
of the items in the undisclosed subset be accurately identified.

The main limitation of score-differencing statistics is that
the additional information on items they require to compute is
often unavailable or inaccurate. This can limit the application of
score-differencing statistics to live data.

Flawed key analyses
Flawed key analyses are a subset of score-differencing statistics,
although they are also strongly related to similarity analyses.
Items are often disclosed without official answer keys and
examinees who create their own keys often make errors. If a
disclosed answer key contains errors and is known, a flawed key
analysis can provide valuable information about pre-knowledge.
Flawed keys are commonly discovered online or by finding keys
used by rogue review courses, who sometimes create practice tests
out of live items and provide an answer key to score the test. To
conduct a flawed key analysis when the disclosed key is known,
each test is scored using the actual key and the disclosed key, and
examinees with significantly higher scores on the disclosed keys
are identified (Scott, 2018).

Some research has focused on estimating latent sources, which
includes flawed keys, from response data. To estimate a flawed
key, similarity statistics can be utilized. Scott (2018) proposed
a method of estimating disclosed keys that involved computing
(Wollack, 1997) omega for all possible pairs of examinees. Four
methods were compared to estimate the disclosed key, selecting
each item’s key as the response from the (1) source in the most
source-copier pairs that exceeded a threshold of omega, (2)
source in the source-copier pair with the largest omega value, (3)
examinee’s response pattern that was in the most source-copier
pairs where omega exceeded a threshold, and (4) the source
that was associated with the most copiers with maximum omega
values. The results showed that the fourth method performed
with very high accuracy in live data and the third performed best
in simulated data, indicating that the estimation of flawed keys
may require different methods in different contexts.

Maynes and Thomas (2017) analyzed clusters of examinees
to estimate disclosed keys. This analysis assumes that a similar
cluster of examinees has been detected using the Wollack and
Maynes (2016) method, which is similar to nearest neighbors
clustering. In the Wollack and Maynes (2016) method, pairwise
similarity is computed for all examinees. Then, similarity values
and test responses are plotted against each other in a dense graph
of edges. Edges that fall below a selected threshold are removed
and then clusters are created by labeling the groups of connected
edges. Maynes and Thomas (2017) analyzed such clusters to

extract the disclosed key using fourmethods, selecting each item’s
key as the response that (1) was most commonly chosen, (2)
maximized the corrected item-total correlation, (3) contributed
most to a chi-square, comparing the expected responses from
the nominal response model to the actual responses, and (4) had
the highest Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler,
1951). Simulations varying the latent ability of the disclosed key
and the amount of answer copying were performed. The results
showed that the method that maximized the corrected-item total
correlation was the best at accurately estimating the disclosed
key, particularly with high amounts of answer-copying or large
cluster sizes.

Haberman and Lee (2017) expanded this research to
identify multiple disclosed keys, which were estimated using
multidimensional IRT models. Once the multiple disclosed keys
were estimated, examinees whose responses were identical or
nearly identical to those disclosed keys were identified. This
method appears to have good power and low false-positive rates,
but it was tested on live data, so it is impossible to determine the
power of the method by comparing the detected examinees to the
examinees who actually used disclosed keys.

The main limitation of flawed key analyses is that they require
additional information about disclosed keys to be known or
estimated. However, once disclosed keys are obtained, a flawed
key analysis can provide very powerful and compelling evidence
that an examinee had pre-knowledge.

Response Time Statistics
The change from paper-and-pencil based testing to computer-
based testing allowed the automatic collection of RT data,
which inspired researchers to develop a variety of methodologies
to detect pre-knowledge using RTs. van der Linden and van
Krimpen-Stoop (2003) noted that due to the continuous nature of
RTs, they contain more information, variability, and granularity
than item score data.

van der Linden and van Krimpen-Stoop (2003) proposed
a model to identify unusual RTs, particularly those resulting
from pre-knowledge and item harvesting, on computerized
adaptive tests. Item scores were analyzed using a three-parameter
logistic IRT model (Birnbaum, 1968) and the RTs were modeled
using a log-normal model. The log-normal RT model, originally
published by Thissen (1983), estimates the time required for
an item, the speed of the examinee, and the average RT
for the population. The model by van der Linden and van
Krimpen-Stoop (2003) assumes that the model for item scores
is independent of the model for response times. Expected RTs
for each item were estimated, using both maximum likelihood
and Bayesian estimates. Extremely unusual RTs were detected
by investigating the residual differences between the expected
RTs and the observed RTs. The Bayesian residuals had better
detection rates than the others, but also had higher false-positive
rates. This method assumes that RTs have the same variance
across items and examinees and that IRT model parameters for
the data are accurate and consistent with known parameters.
van der Linden and Guo (2008) expanded upon this research,
proposing a combination of the RT and IRT models, allowing
the examinees’ RTs to be adjusted for their speed to investigate
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the correspondence of their RT patterns with the estimated time
required for each item.

Meijer and Sotaridona (2006) introduced the effective
response time, which is an estimate of the time necessary to
respond to an item correctly. Like van der Linden and van
Krimpen-Stoop (2003), they proposed a three-parameter logistic
model with a log-normal model for the RTs, estimating the speed
of the examinee, the time required for each item, and the average
RT for the population. However, only RTs of examinees with
correct responses and with probabilities of answering correctly
greater than the estimated pseudo-guessing parameter were used
in the computation of the effective response time. This eliminated
the effects of RTs caused by random guesses and other test
taker behaviors that may yield uninformative RTs. This method
has reasonable Type I error rates and has been used to detect
pre-knowledge in K-12 data (Liu et al., 2013).

These methods require strict assumptions be met to model the
RT data. They assume that each examinee has a constant working
speed, the majority of examinees do not have pre-knowledge,
item parameters are known, and that difficult items take longer
than easier items. Additionally, item complexity, which can be
described as the number of steps that must be completed to
respond to an item, appears to be largely ignored. It is possible
to have a very easy item that requires a large number of steps.
It is possible that the difficulty of the item could be low, while
the complexity of the item is high, which should affect the RTs of
the item. Most of the available models for RTs ignore important
factors that influence the data and require strict assumptions
about the nature of the data.

In this paper, a simple, but innovative, method for using
response times to detect disclosed items and examinees with pre-
knowledge is proposed that makes minimal assumptions about
the data and is appropriate for a wide variety of test designs.

Computing Conditional zRTs
We propose a measure of the extremeness of a response
time that compares the RT for each person on each item to
a group of examinees without pre-knowledge who received
the same score on that item. Comparing a sample of data
tainted by pre-knowledge to another tainted sample and
expecting to detect extreme examinees is unlikely to yield
the desired results. In the proposed method, the group of
examinees without pre-knowledge (i.e., the uncontaminated
comparison group) was the control condition of an experiment
on pre-knowledge. However, in practice there is often no
such group. Data from pilot testing or from the first day
of testing for a particular exam form could be used and
assumed to be uncontaminated by pre-knowledge, since exams
are unlikely to be compromised prior to the first day of
administrations (barring the help of a program insider or hacking
the server).

The RTs for each examinee on each item can be
transformed using the natural log transformation to
approximate normality. After computing means and
standard deviations of the log RTs for each item for the
uncontaminated comparison group, the individual log RTs
can be converted into conditional zRTs, so named because

the log RTs are conditioned on item score, compared to
the uncontaminated comparison group, and the statistics of
interest are computed as z-scores. The conditional zRT for
person j on item i with an item score of s can be computed
using Equation (1).

zRTijs =
RTijs − xCis

σCis
(1)

In Equation (1), RTijs represents the log-transformed response
time for person j on item i with an item score of s (0 or
1), xCis represents the average log RT for the uncontaminated
comparison group on item i with an item score of s, and
σCis represents the standard deviation of the log RTs for the
uncontaminated comparison group on item i with an item score
of s. Thus, conditional zRTs can be computed by taking the
difference between an examinee’s RT on an item and the average
RT on that item for an uncontaminated comparison group with
the same item score, divided by the standard deviation of the RTs
on the item for the uncontaminated comparison group with the
same item score.

After they are computed, conditional zRTs can be analyzed
using exploratory grouping techniques, such as cluster analysis,
to identify groups of items (disclosed and undisclosed) and
examinees (with and without pre-knowledge). In the following
sections, each particular component of the conditional zRTs that
captures important information is discussed.

Comparing RTs Based on Item Score
Very fast response times can be produced by fast examinees, by
testing strategies such as rapid guessing, or by examinees with
pre-knowledge. To distinguish between these response patterns,
item score should be taken into account. Response time data
are messy and depend upon item difficulty, item complexity,
personal testing style, testing strategies, and the speededness of
a test. RTs can encompass a huge range and still be representative
of normal test-taking behavior. Underlying multidimensionality
coupled with high variability makes it difficult to determine
which RTs should be considered extreme. However, conditioning
RTs based on item score can help to distinguish between
the potential behavioral causes for extreme RTs. For example,
random guesses may yield fast RTs with mostly incorrect
responses, but responses made with pre-knowledgemay yield fast
RTs with mostly correct responses.

Examinees with pre-knowledge who attempt to mask their
response patterns would also likely be detected by the proposed
method, as their pattern of conditional zRTs is likely to
differ from examinees without pre-knowledge. For example, an
examinee with pre-knowledge may complete the test quickly and
then spend a large amount of time on a single item to lengthen the
test time, but conditional zRTs should indicate that the examinee
was anomalously fast and responded correctly on a large number
of items, then anomalously slow on a single item.
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Using an Uncontaminated Comparison Group to

Obtain Comparison RTs
With data contaminated by cheating, it can be difficult to find
meaningful separation in groups of items or persons, especially
when information about the categories is unknown. One risk
when analyzing contaminated data is that the results may not
actually represent pre-knowledge. Thus, inferences made from
contaminated data may penalize examinees with potentially
life-changing consequences. Because many normal test-taking
behaviors and strategies are not well-understood, model bias
is a distinct possibility. It is important that examinees are not
detected simply because they have employed a different test-
taking strategy or exhibited an unusual test-taking style.

When computing conditional zRTs, the log RT for each
examinee on each item is compared to the log RTs for that
item obtained from an uncontaminated comparison group. If the
uncontaminated comparison group is sufficiently large, it can be
assumed to include a wide variety of test-taking strategies and
other normal variation in test-taking behaviors.

Obtaining A Dataset With Pre-Knowledge
Pre-knowledge is difficult to study because high-quality data are
scarce. Data containing pre-knowledge are generally gathered
from one of three sources: simulations, using measures that
approximate pre-knowledge in real data, or experiments that
empirically manipulate pre-knowledge. Each of these methods
has strengths and weaknesses, which are comprehensively
discussed in Thomas and Maynes (2018).

Simulations
Simulations are often used to test methodologies for detecting
pre-knowledge, but they do not contribute to understanding the
natural patterns caused by pre-knowledge and are unlikely to
capture the full variability of normal test-taking behaviors and
strategies used by real examinees. Using simulated data that is
too clean and does not capture the noise of normal test-taking
may artificially inflate the performance of detection methods that
are tested on such data.

Real Data
In real data, the examinees with pre-knowledge are typically
unknown. Examinees who are suspected of having pre-
knowledge may be identified, but the credibility of this
information varies widely between testing programs and exams.
Thus, using this information as a dependent variable can
introduce a significant element of uncertainty.

Experiments
Using experiments to manipulate pre-knowledge allows for
the creation of known examinees with pre-knowledge for a
known subset of items. Tiemann et al. (2014) conducted an
experimental study of pre-knowledge by asking 20 participants
to write down test content they remembered after taking a test.
The participants were told the next participant would be able
to use this content while taking the test. Some participants
were informed they would be asked to remember the content
after the test and some were not. The results showed that

many participants remembered imprecise information about the
test content, but few remembered specific information. Ten
participants who were informed in advance that they would be
asked to remember test content demonstrated poor recall of the
content, with only seven items and two answers remembered
specifically and correctly. Surprisingly, 10 participants who were
not informed they would be asked to remember test content
in advance demonstrated better recall of the content, with nine
items and 11 answers remembered specifically and correctly.
The next part of the study investigated if access to the test
content provided by previous examinees prior to testing raised
scores. Two cheat sheets were created, one based on content
remembered by participants who were informed they would
be asked to recall test content in advance and one from those
who were not. Students were randomly assigned to receive
one of these cheat sheets to study and then took the test.
The results showed no significant differences in test scores
between students who received cheat sheets and students who
did not.

A major advantage of laboratory experiments is that the
data encompass the complexity of test-taking behavior and
the identities of examinees with pre-knowledge can be known.
However, previous studies attempting to mimic pre-knowledge
in the laboratory have shown null results (Tiemann et al., 2014),
possibly because participants were unmotivated or because the
pre-knowledge provided was too weak to find effects. In the
current study, experimental data were analyzed because of the
benefits of having known groups of items and examinees while
capturing normal test-taking variability.

Experimental Design
The data utilized in this study were collected with a 3 (Pre-
Knowledge: Control vs. ItemOnly vs. Item+Answer) × 2 (Item
Disclosure: Disclosed vs. Undisclosed) within and between-
subjects design. All participants took a computerized GRE
Quantitative Reasoning test. Pre-knowledge was manipulated by
allowing some participants access to some test items (with or
without accompanying answers) prior to the test. In the control
condition, participants took the test but were not exposed to
any of the test items in advance. In the experimental conditions,
participants were allowed to study 12 of the 25 test items for
20min before the test. In the ItemOnly condition, only the
items themselves were provided to the participants (without
their corresponding answers). In the Item+Answer condition,
both the items and the correct answers were provided to
the participants.

The design of this study was different from previous
experimental studies in a few key ways. First, perfectly accurate
disclosed test items (and answers in the Item+Answer condition)
were provided to participants, rather than attempting to
have potentially unmotivated participants harvest the items
themselves. Second, the effect of the examinees’ motivation
to harvest items or cheat was removed by simply assigning
some examinees to study provided disclosed materials and
some not to. The task was not identified as relevant to
cheating in any way, as the researchers who conducted the
study simply requested that examinees study the materials.
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The conditions only differed in whether or not they received
test content in advance, and, if they did, the nature of that
test content. Thus, pre-knowledge was investigated regardless
of the examinees’ ability to harvest items or motivation
to cheat.

It was expected that participants in the study who were
in the experimental conditions and given pre-knowledge of
some items would select more correct answers on disclosed
items than undisclosed items and respond more quickly to
disclosed items than undisclosed items, as discussed in the
Expected Patterns of Examinees with Pre-Knowledge section of
this paper.

The Goals of the Current Study
The goal of the current study is to implement the proposed
method of computing conditional zRTs, described above, in
experimental data to create datapoints that capture complex
information about the response patterns of the examinees.
Particular attention will be paid to the feasibility of calculating
the conditional zRTs and the assessing which components
of the statistic provide the most important information. The
conditional zRTs will then be analyzed using exploratory
grouping methods, such as cluster and factor analyses, to
attempt to identify groups of items and groups of examinees.
The performance of the method in identifying groups of
items (disclosed and undisclosed) and examinees (with and
without pre-knowledge) will be assessed using the known groups
contained in the experimental data. The purpose of the study
is to assess a new method for detecting examinees with pre-
knowledge and disclosed items in experimental data. If the
method performs well, it may be able to be used to detect
disclosed items and examinee pre-knowledge in a variety of
live testing data, including those with modern test designs that
preclude many data forensics analyses.

METHODS

Participants
Participants were 93 undergraduate psychology students
(28 men, 64 women, and one gender non-conforming) at
the University of Virginia. The sample was composed of
primarily first year students (61% first year, 18% second year,
17% third year, 3% fifth year, and 1% exchange students).
Participants took part in a 90min laboratory session through the
psychology department participant pool and were compensated
with 1.5 h credit.

Procedure
This study was conducted according to the recommendations
of, and was approved by, the Institutional Review Board for
Social and Behavioral Sciences at the University of Virginia. All
subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants were randomly assigned to condition
immediately after signing up for a timeslot to participate in
the study. When participants arrived at the lab, they were
asked to leave their belongings with the researcher and enter

a small room with a desk and computer. All participants were
given a yellow sheet of laminated paper that they could put
under the door if they wanted to ask questions or contact the
researcher. This prevented the participants from discovering
that other participants were receiving different treatment than
they were (i.e., studying test items in advance) and completing
the test more quickly. After gathering informed consent
and giving participants instructions, the researcher left the
participant alone.

Participants in the experimental conditions were first given
a packet of materials that they were told to study for 20min
before taking the test. The packet contained instructions on
how to use the study materials, a test form with 12 of the 25
test items, and two pieces of scratch paper. The 12 test items
in the ItemOnly condition contained only the test items and
possible answer choices; the same 12 items were provided in
the Item+Answer condition, including red circles indicating the
correct answers.

After the pre-knowledge stage, participants in the
experimental conditions took a computerized Qualtrics version
of an out-of-circulation, paper-and-pencil GRE Quantitative
Reasoning test (Educational Testing Service, 2017) that the
researchers were granted permission to use. Computerizing the
test allowed for the collection of response time data for each item.

Participants in the control condition proceeded immediately
to the computerized test, without first completing the pre-
knowledge stage. All participants were given 40min to complete
the test. Participants who finished any stage of the experiment
in less than the allotted time could notify the researchers by
slipping a yellow paper under the door (to avoid participants
from overhearing others) and advance to the next stage of
the experiment.

After the test, participants were given 20min to complete a
battery of individual difference measures to assess factors that
might impact their performance on the test or their general
willingness to cheat. This battery included self-reported effort
and time spent studying the packet of 12 items (for experimental
conditions only), information about the testing experience of
the participant during the study, math proficiency, previous
exposure to GRE study materials, demographics, test anxiety
(Westside Test Anxiety Scale, Driscoll, 2007), the Big Five
personality traits (TIPI, Gosling et al., 2003), Moral Foundations
(MFQ30, Graham et al., 2011), and religiosity/spiritualism.
The order of the scales after demographics was randomized
across participants.

For more comprehensive information about the study design,
participants, or measures, see Toton et al. (in preparation).

RESULTS

The data used in this paper was obtained by disclosing a
perfectly accurate key of 12 of the 25 items to a subset of
the examinees. Examinees with pre-knowledge exhibited higher
scores and faster RTs on disclosed items than examinees without
pre-knowledge (Toton et al., in preparation). In contrast, the
examinees with and without pre-knowledge did not differ
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FIGURE 1 | Average log RTs by item and condition. This figure shows the average log RT by condition (see color) and item (see x-axis). Even-numbered items were

disclosed and odd-numbered items were not. The error bars represent the standard errors.

significantly in item scores or log RTs for undisclosed items.
Log RTs for each item for participants in all conditions are
presented in Figure 1. For more information about how the three
conditions differed from one another on all measures, see Toton
et al. (in preparation).

Three different transformations for approximating normality
in the RT data were investigated: the square root, logistic,
and inverse transformations. The logistic, or natural log
transformation, was the best transformation for achieving an
approximately normal distribution for the majority of the
items (14/25) in the data, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test
(Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). The results suggested that the square
root transformation could also have been used as it was the
best transformation for approximating normality for 10 of the
25 items.

Descriptive statistics for each condition are presented in
Table 1. Figures 2, 3 show the response patterns of item
scores and log RTs for an example examinee with and
without pre-knowledge. These response patterns are a graphical
representation of the information that is captured in the
conditional zRTs. The examinees whose data are shown in
Figures 2, 3 were selected because their data mimicked patterns
that were expected based on theoretical ideas of taking the
test with and without pre-knowledge. However, there is large
variability in the patterns for examinees, particularly in the
patterns of examinees who appear to be guessing for much of
the test or examinees who appear to be very high in ability
on the tested construct. The selected data shown in Figures 2,
3 demonstrate support for the theoretical ideas concerning the
response patterns exhibited by examinees who took the test with
and without pre-knowledge.

To compute the conditional zRTs, the means and standard
deviations of the log RTs for each item were computed for
control participants (N = 33) for both correct and incorrect
responses. The conditional zRTs for each person on each item

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics by condition.

Control ItemOnly Item+Answer

N 33 30 30

Disclosed item scores 7.67 (2.41) 8.57 (2.91) 11.33 (1.12)

Undisclosed item scores 6.91 (2.48) 7.13 (2.66) 7.43 (2.71)

Disclosed item RT 76.59 (64.12) 32.74 (59.35) 20.46 (27.38)

Undisclosed item RT 98.09 (63.60) 103.76 (88.36) 123.95 (94.52)

Disclosed item LN RT 4.05 (0.78) 2.73 (1.15) 2.53 (0.93)

Undisclosed item LN RT 4.36 (0.75) 4.25 (1.03) 4.48 (1.00)

This table presents the means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of item scores,

raw response times (RTs) across examinees and items in seconds (Item RTs), and log

RTs across examinees and items (Item LN RTs) for disclosed and undisclosed items for

participants in each of the three conditions.

were computed using Equation (1). No conditional zRTs were
computed for incorrect responses to Item 4 because no examinees
responded to this item incorrectly in the control or other
conditions. No conditional zRTs were computed for incorrect
responses to Item 1, because there was only one participant in
the control condition who responded to the item incorrectly, so
the standard deviation could not be computed. Conditional zRTs
were not necessary in this case because no participants in the
experimental conditions had incorrect responses to this item that
needed to be compared to the control group. Information on the
sample size, mean, and standard deviations of the log RTs for the
control condition that were used to compute the conditional zRTs
are presented in Table 2.

Assessing Components of the Conditional
zRTs
The computation of conditional zRTs based on item score
and using an uncontaminated comparison group of examinees
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FIGURE 2 | Response patterns for a control participant. This figure shows the item scores (see marker shape) and log RTs (y-axis) for disclosed (even, presented on

the left) and undisclosed (odd, presented on the right) items. Note that for this control participant, there is no discernable difference between the response patterns for

the disclosed and undisclosed items.

FIGURE 3 | Response patterns for an ItemOnly participant. This figure shows the item scores (see marker shape) and log RTs (y-axis) for disclosed (even, presented

on the left) and undisclosed (odd, presented on the right) items. Note that for this ItemOnly participant, there is a discernable difference between the response

patterns for the disclosed and undisclosed items, such that disclosed items are more likely to be answered correctly and quickly.
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TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics of control group for computing conditional zRTs.

Item N correct control Average correct control SD correct control N incorrect control Average incorrect control SD incorrect control

1 32 3.95 0.38 1 3.92 NA

2 17 3.96 0.51 16 3.96 0.44

3 24 4.63 0.52 9 4.65 0.30

4 33 3.54 0.61 0 NA NA

5 21 4.60 0.47 12 4.61 0.57

6 31 4.00 0.41 2 3.89 0.39

7 18 4.13 0.58 15 4.44 0.59

8 16 4.09 0.62 17 4.06 0.73

9 6 4.99 0.30 26 4.70 0.52

10 19 4.27 0.52 14 4.44 0.63

11 7 5.17 0.39 24 4.97 0.46

12 14 3.97 0.49 18 4.03 0.74

13 23 4.51 0.49 10 4.65 0.52

14 13 4.91 0.99 19 4.92 0.60

15 14 4.62 0.46 17 4.58 0.86

16 28 4.71 0.43 4 4.44 0.95

17 21 3.79 0.56 11 3.41 0.79

18 22 3.72 0.32 9 3.65 0.62

19 13 4.78 0.42 16 4.31 0.72

20 26 3.46 0.31 4 4.14 0.44

21 23 4.05 0.41 6 3.50 1.12

22 18 4.11 0.53 10 3.73 0.99

23 16 4.01 0.57 11 3.56 1.44

24 16 4.19 1.23 12 3.58 1.45

25 10 4.39 0.67 18 3.97 1.32

This table provides the sample size, average, and standard deviation of the log RTs from the control condition that were used to compute the conditional zRTs for both correct and

incorrect responses.

without pre-knowledge were decisions based in theoretical
considerations. To test if these factors impacted the performance
of the conditional zRTs, zRTs were also computed:

• without conditioning on score, using the full sample as a
comparison group,

• conditioning on score, using the full sample as a comparison
group, and

• without conditioning on score, using the control condition as
a comparison group.

The comparison groups were used to compute the means
and standard deviations in Equation (1). Note that in the
current data, the majority of the participants had item pre-
knowledge, so using the full sample as the comparison group
should be dramatically different from using just the control
condition. There were 60 examinees with pre-knowledge of
12 items, which means that there were 720 total responses of
examinees with pre-knowledge to disclosed items (ignoring the
possibility of missing data and assuming examinees with pre-
knowledge display the expected patterns consistently). If all of
these were answered anomalously quickly, then one would expect
approximately 720 extremely fast zRTs. When the full sample
was used as a comparison group, 69 zRTs were detected when
the zRTs were not conditioned on score and 57 were detected

TABLE 3 | Comparing extreme results using different methods of computing zRTs.

Label Conditioned

on score

Comparison

group

Extreme

zRT count

Fast,

extreme

zRT count

zRTs- Full No Full sample 91 69

Conditional zRTs-

Full

Yes Full sample 85 57

zRTs-Control No Control condition 568 504

Conditional zRTs Yes Control condition 589 521

This table presents the number of zRTs more extreme than a z of ±1.96, the critical value

for a z-distribution at α = 0.05, and the number of those representing fast zRTs, with

z-scores more extreme than −1.96 for several methods of computing zRTs.

when the zRTs were conditioned on score (seeTable 3). However,
when the control condition was used as the comparison group,
more than 500 zRTs were detected; 504 when the zRTs were
not conditioned on score and 521 when zRTs were conditioned
on score.

The zRTs computed using the full sample were very different
than those computed using the control participants as the
comparison group, particularly for participants in the ItemOnly
and Item+Answer conditions (see Figure 4). Participants in
the control condition had similar zRTs no matter which
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FIGURE 4 | Conditional zRTs computed with different comparison groups. The conditional zRTs for one Item+Answer participant computed with all participants as

the comparison group are presented in blue and with only control participants as the comparison group in red. The dashed lines represent z-scores of ±1.96; it is

expected that 95% of the distribution of conditional zRTs will fall in between these lines. When all participants were used as the comparison group, the disclosed and

undisclosed items appeared similar in terms of conditional zRTs, but when only control participants were used as the comparison group, the disclosed items for this

participant appeared to be much more extreme.

computation was used, but participants in the ItemOnly or
Item+Answer conditions were muchmore likely to have extreme
zRTs detected when the control condition was used as a
comparison group.

Separating Disclosed and
Undisclosed Items
The goal of the item-level analyses was to use exploratory
data techniques to create groups of items and then to assess
those groups to investigate if they represented disclosed
and undisclosed items. Cluster and factor analyses were
conducted and are presented below. Note that correlations and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were also investigated, and achieved
good separation of item groups, but are not presented here for
the sake of brevity.

Cluster Analyses
K-means cluster analysis is an exploratory data analysis
technique used to group datapoints into a number of clusters,
where the number of clusters to create is specified by the
researcher (Lloyd, 1957). First, k number of cluster center are
randomly placed among the data. Second, the points closest
to each center are assigned to that cluster. Third, the mean
of the points assigned to each cluster is computed and the

center is moved to this point. The second and third steps
continue until a stable solution is obtained. If groupmemberships
of the data are known, the estimated group memberships
obtained in the cluster analysis can be compared with the known
group memberships. Cluster solutions were obtained using the
“kmeans” function in the “stats” package of R (R Core Team,
2016), using the Hartigan and Wong (1979) algorithm. This
algorithm is an efficient k-means analysis that prevents re-
analysis of data points that were not assigned to a different
cluster in the last step. Comparisons of each datapoint to the
cluster centers were based on Euclidean distance and iterations
continued until the total within sum of squares was minimized.
Cases with missing conditional zRTs were omitted from these
analyses, leaving 70 complete cases for analysis. There were
nine control participants with missing data, eight ItemOnly
participants, and six Item+Answer participants. Two and three-
cluster solutions were computed to investigate grouping accuracy
for disclosed and undisclosed items and the robustness of
the grouping accuracy when different numbers of clusters
were specified.

Two-cluster solution for items
The two-cluster solution grouped the items into two groups
containing 14 and 11 items, respectively (see Figure 5). The
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FIGURE 5 | Two-cluster solution for items. The two clusters represent good separation between disclosed (even-numbered) and undisclosed (odd-numbered) items.

The cluster centers and cluster membership are indicated by shape (triangles represent the cluster of size 11 and circles represent the cluster of size 14). To visualize

the cluster results, components were obtained using principal component analysis, and the clusters are plotted on those components. This plot was created using the

“fviz_cluster” function in the “factoextra” package of R (Kassambara and Mundt, 2017).

group of 14 items contained all 13 undisclosed items as well as
one disclosed item that was incorrectly grouped (Item 24). The
group of 11 items contained all of the remaining disclosed items.
Overall, 24 of the 25 items were grouped correctly into disclosed
or undisclosed items. Thus, this cluster analysis produced
groupings that were 96% accurate in separating disclosed and
undisclosed items.

Three-cluster solution for items
The three-cluster solution closely mirrored the two-factor
solution, again grouping all of the disclosed items except item
24 into a cluster of size 11. The cluster of size 14 observed in
the two-cluster solution was split into two clusters in the three-
cluster solution, one of size eight and one of size six. The cluster
of size eight included only undisclosed items and the cluster of
size six included five undisclosed items and one disclosed item
(Item 24). This cluster solution was as accurate as the two-cluster
solution in grouping items based on their disclosure status.

Factor Analyses
Three sets of data were analyzed by factor analysis to explore
latent components that underly similarities in data: conditional
zRTs, item scores, and item log RTs. Factor solutions were
assessed for the three sets of data using the “fa” function in
the “psych” package of R, excluding missing data in a pairwise
fashion (Revelle, 2016). The factor analyses were conducted using
principal axis factoring and promax, or oblique, rotations to
allow correlations between the factors. For the purposes of this
analysis, factor loadings of <0.30 were considered low. One and
two-factor solutions were computed to analyze differences in
grouping accuracy for disclosed and undisclosed items.

Conditional zRTs
The one-factor solution for conditional zRTs explained 26% of
the variance and showed that the 12 disclosed items had factor
loadings that were positive and strong on the factor, as well as
three undisclosed items (seeTable 4). The remaining undisclosed
items had weak loadings on the factor, ranging from λ = −0.12
to λ = 0.25. Thus, 22 of the 25 items were grouped with items of
the same disclosure status (88% accuracy).

The two-factor results for the conditional zRTs explained
42% of the variance and showed good simple structure, with
all 12 disclosed items loading strongly on the first factor and
12 of the 13 undisclosed items loading strongly on the second
factor (see Table 4). There were no items with cross-loadings
of 0.30 or greater. One undisclosed item, Item 1, did not
load strongly onto either factor, but had a negative loading on
factor one and a positive loading on factor two. Thus, 24 of
the 25 items were grouped with items of the same disclosure
status (96% accuracy). When all cases with missing data were
excluded, leaving 70 examinees for analysis, the one and two-
factor solutions exhibited perfect simple structure with clear
separation between disclosed and undisclosed items and no cross
loadings of 0.30 or greater.

Item scores
The factor analyses for item scores excluded item four, since
no participants responded to that item incorrectly. The one-
factor solution for item scores explained 16% of the variance and
showed that 10 disclosed items and seven undisclosed items had
factor loadings of 0.30 or greater on the factor. The remaining
one disclosed item and six undisclosed items had factor loadings
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TABLE 4 | Factor loadings of conditional zRTs for items.

One factor

solution

Two factor solution

Item Factor 1

loading

Factor

1 loadings

Factor 2

loadings

Disclosed items 2 0.70 0.69 0.06

4 0.63 0.58 0.13

6 0.57 0.56 0.06

8 0.68 0.66 0.08

10 0.69 0.80 −0.15

12 0.74 0.75 0.03

14 0.69 0.61 0.20

16 0.75 0.80 −0.04

18 0.72 0.85 −0.19

20 0.75 0.84 −0.11

22 0.72 0.73 0.03

24 0.64 0.62 0.08

Undisclosed

items

1 −0.12 −0.19 0.14

3 0.24 −0.05 0.62

5 0.18 −0.09 0.56

7 0.24 −0.03 0.59

9 0.25 −0.09 0.76

11 0.17 −0.14 0.65

13 0.40 0.09 0.68

15 0.27 −0.04 0.67

17 0.12 −0.10 0.47

19 0.32 0.08 0.52

21 0.36 0.16 0.43

23 0.16 −0.08 0.51

Factor loadings for one and two-factor solutions for conditional zRTs of items. Factor

loadings above 0.30 are bolded.

of <0.30 on the factor. Thus, 16 of the 25 items were grouped
with items of the same disclosure status (64% accuracy).

The two-factor solution for item scores explained 22% of
the variance and showed that nine disclosed items had factor
loadings of 0.30 or greater on the first factor and that seven
undisclosed items and one disclosed item had factor loadings of
0.30 or greater on the second factor, with no cross loadings of 0.30
or greater. The remaining one disclosed item and six undisclosed
items did not load strongly onto either factor. Thus, 16 of the
25 items were grouped with items of the same disclosure status
(64% accuracy).

Log RTs
The one-factor solution for log RTs explained 26% of the variance
and showed that 12 disclosed items and six undisclosed items had
factor loadings of 0.30 or greater on the factor. The remaining
seven undisclosed items had factor loadings of <0.30 on the
factor. Thus, 19 of the 25 items were grouped with items of the
same disclosure status (76% accuracy).

The two-factor solution for log RTs explained 40% of the
variance and showed that all 12 disclosed items had factor

loadings of 0.30 or greater on the first factor and that 12 of the
13 undisclosed items had factor loadings of 0.30 or greater on
the second factor, with no cross loadings of 0.30 or greater. The
one remaining undisclosed item did not load strongly onto either
factor but had a negative loading on factor one and a positive
loading on factor two. Thus, 24 of the 25 items were grouped with
items of the same disclosure status (96% accuracy).

Separating Examinees With and
Without Pre-Knowledge
The goal of the person-level analyses was to use cluster analyses
to create groups of examinees. Cluster solutions were obtained
using the “kmeans” function in the “stats” package of R (R
Core Team, 2016). Cases with missing conditional zRTs were
omitted from these analyses, leaving 70 complete cases for
analysis. Two and three-cluster solutions were computed to
investigate grouping accuracy for examinees with and without
pre-knowledge, the robustness of the grouping accuracy when
different numbers of clusters were specified, and to investigate
if the three-cluster solution distinguished between control, Item,
and Item+Answer participants. Correlational results were also
investigated, and showed separation of examinees with and
without pre-knowledge, but are not presented here for the sake
of brevity.

Two-Cluster Solution for Examinees
The two-cluster solution grouped the examinees into two groups
containing 26 and 44 participants, respectively (see Figure 6).
The group of 26 examinees contained 24 control participants, one
ItemOnly participant, and one Item+Answer participant. The
group of 44 examinees contained 22 ItemOnly participants and
23 Item+Answer participants. Overall, 68 of the 70 examinees
with no missing conditional zRTs were grouped correctly into
examinees with or without pre-knowledge (97% accuracy).

Three-Cluster Solution for Examinees
The three-cluster solution grouped the items into groups
containing 26, 27, and 17 examinees, respectively (see Figure 7).
The results closely mirrored those obtained in the two-
factor solution, as the cluster of size 26 contained the same
examinees as in the two-cluster analysis (24 control, one
Item, and one Item+Answer). The cluster of 27 examinees
contained only examinees with pre-knowledge, 15 ItemOnly
participants and 12 Item+Answer participants. Similarly, the
cluster of size 17 contained only examinees with pre-knowledge,
six ItemOnly participants, and 11 Item+Answer participants.
This cluster solution was as accurate as the two-cluster
solution in grouping examinees based on whether or not they
had pre-knowledge.

DISCUSSION

Response times were transformed with the logistic
transformation, conditioned on item score, and compared
to log RTs from a group of examinees without pre-knowledge
to compute conditional zRTs. There were two item score
combinations that conditional zRTs could not be computed
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FIGURE 6 | Two-cluster solution for examinees. The two clusters represent good separation between control (IDs that end in−1), ItemOnly (IDs that end in−2), and

Item+Answer (IDs that end in−3) participants. Two examinees were grouped incorrectly by this analysis (1064-3 and 1087-2). The cluster centers and cluster

membership are indicated by shape (circles represent the cluster of size 26 and triangles represent the cluster of size 44). To visualize the cluster results, components

were obtained using principal component analysis, and the clusters are plotted on those components. This plot was created using the “fviz_cluster” function in the

“factoextra” package of R (Kassambara and Mundt, 2017).

FIGURE 7 | Three-cluster solution for examinees. The three clusters represent good separation between control (IDs that end in−1), ItemOnly (IDs that end in−2), and

Item+Answer (IDs that end in−3) participants. The cluster centers and cluster membership are indicated by shape (circles represent the cluster of size 26, squares

represent the cluster of size 27, and triangles represent the cluster of size 17). Two examinees were grouped incorrectly by this analysis (1064-3 and 1087-2). To

visualize the cluster results, components were obtained using principal component analysis, and the clusters are plotted on those components. This plot was created

using the “fviz_cluster” function in the “factoextra” package of R (Kassambara and Mundt, 2017).
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for. Item 1 had one incorrect response and Item 4 had no
incorrect responses, so the control condition means and/or
standard deviations could not be computed. The participant
who responded to Item 1 incorrectly was a control condition
participant. Thus, conditional zRTs would not have been
computed for these item score combinations even if the mean
and standard deviation for the control group had been available,
because there were no response times for these item and score
combinations from the experimental conditions that needed to
be compared to the control condition.

Computing the zRTs using the control condition as the
comparison yielded more extremely fast zRTs than using the
full sample as the comparison group. Given that there were 60
examinees with pre-knowledge of 12 items, we expected around
720 extremely fast responses, assuming no missing data and
that examinees with pre-knowledge consistently exhibit expected
patterns. Thus, the detection of around 500 zRTs using the
control sample as a comparison is muchmore consistent with the
expectation of around 720 than the detection of 57–69 zRTs when
using the full sample as the comparison group. Conditioning
on score appeared to be less important to the performance of
the conditional zRTs, than the choice of comparison group.
The number of extremely fast zRTs computed using the same
comparison groups were similar, with and without conditioning
on score (for the full sample comparison group 57 and 69
and for the control condition comparison group 521 and 504,
respectively). However, the number of extremely fast zRTs
computed using different comparison groups were very different,
even when they were matched by if they were conditioned
on score (for those conditioned on score 57 and 521 and for
those not conditioned on score 69 and 504, respectively). Thus,
the use of a comparison group without compromise appears
to be a key element in obtaining useful information from
conditional zRTs.

Cluster and factor analyses found distinct groups of items,
which showed very good correspondence to the disclosed and
undisclosed item groups. Person-level analyses of correlations
and cluster analyses identified separations between examinees
with and without pre-knowledge. The cluster analyses were 96%
accurate when grouping items (24 of 25 correctly grouped) and
97% accurate when grouping examinees (68 of 70 correctly
grouped). The one item that was incorrectly grouped was second
to last in the disclosed materials that participants received and
thus may have exhibited a weaker effect of pre-knowledge than
some of the other items.

Factor analyses of item scores showed poor performance in
separating disclosed and undisclosed items, but factor analyses
on the log RTs were about as effective at grouping items as
the conditional zRTs. The two-factor solutions separated items
better than the one-factor solutions. Thus, if two factors are
observed in the conditional zRTs or log RTs in what was
expected to be unidimensional data, item disclosure and pre-
knowledge may be present. These findings indicate that disclosed
items can be identified in strongly contaminated data simply
by performing factor analyses on the log RTs. However, it
is possible that this result is due to the large proportion of
examinees with pre-knowledge in the current data and that factor

analysis of conditional zRTs would outperform factor analysis
of log RTs if lower rates of item disclosure or pre-knowledge
were present.

The two and three-cluster solutions for grouping examinees
resulted in the same accuracy. There were three conditions
in the experimental study representing examinees with no
pre-knowledge, examinees with pre-knowledge of items, and
examinees with pre-knowledge of items and answers. The
results for both cluster solutions indicate that examinees were
grouped by whether they had any pre-knowledge rather than
the nature of that pre-knowledge, such that examinees with
pre-knowledge of items and examinees with pre-knowledge
of items and answers were identified as a single group.
These findings suggest that it does not matter if answers
were provided, as examinees with pre-knowledge of the items
exhibited similar patterns to examinees with pre-knowledge of
the items and answers. It is possible that participants in the
ItemOnly condition were able to solve the items they had pre-
knowledge of, creating their own answer key, and thus obtaining
a similar amount of pre-knowledge to those who had the answer
key provided.

Many techniques for analyzing potential pre-knowledge
require that examinees are administered the same items or forms,
limiting their utility in practice. Conditional zRTs were developed
and selected for research because they can be applied to tests
administered using fixed-forms and to tests administered using
other modern test designs, such as CAT, LOFT, or multi-stage
adaptive testing (MSAT). This is a very important advantage of
using the proposed method.

Conditional zRTs are easy to compute, analyze, and explain
to exam stakeholders. The computation of conditional zRTs only
requires item scores, response times, and a group of examinees
to serve as an uncontaminated comparison group. Strict
assumptions regarding the nature of the data are not required.
The assumptions of z-scores are that the distribution is normal,
hence the logistic transformation of RTs. The computation of
the conditional zRTs assumes that the comparison group means
and standard deviations are representative of the population
of examinees without pre-knowledge who received the same
score on the item. The statistical methodology is intuitive and
interpreting the results does not require formidable statistical
expertise. Conditional zRTs are datapoints that take into account
an examinee’s score on an item and the amount of time a typical
examinee without pre-knowledge would take to complete the
item to achieve that same score. These values could be used by
testing programs of all sizes and can be used in MSAT, CAT, and
LOFT test designs. These factors indicate that conditional zRTs
may provide a useful method to conduct data forensics for non-
traditional test designs. Thus, the main strength of conditional
zRTs is the flexibility they offer for detecting item disclosure and
examinee pre-knowledge across a wide variety of situations and
sample sizes.

Limitations
In the current study, the majority of the participants had pre-
knowledge. Thus, it is possible that analyses of the conditional
zRTs were able to separate disclosed from undisclosed items and
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examinees with pre-knowledge from those without because of the
high rates of item disclosure (48%) and examinee pre-knowledge
(65%) in the data. The computation of conditional zRTs should
not be influenced by the proportion of item compromise or pre-
knowledge, as each examinee’s RTs are directly compared to a
control sample of RTs with the same item scores. However, the
performance of the grouping techniques, such as cluster analysis,
in detecting groups of items and/or persons may be impacted by
the proportion of compromise and pre-knowledge. Presumably,
accuracy would decrease with smaller proportions of item
compromise and examinee pre-knowledge. If the approximate
baseline rates of item compromise or examinee pre-knowledge
are known, the cluster analyses can be weighted with this
information. If such information is unknown, other grouping
techniques may perform better. We hope this research will serve
to inspire future research on conditional zRTs in data with
various rates of item disclosure and pre-knowledge. Additional
research should compare conditional zRTs to other methods,
such as the IRT-based lz person-fit statistic, score-differencing
statistics, and similarity analyses. Investigating conditional zRTs
in a broader range of data will illuminate when this method is
most appropriate and effective as well as identifying best practices
for analyzing them.

One issue that may limit the utility of the proposed method
is obtaining a sufficient sample size of RTs uncontaminated
by pre-knowledge for comparison. Ideally, the uncontaminated
comparison group would be composed of 30 or more
examinees for each possible item score. In practice, the
feasibility of such a sample size is likely dependent on the
characteristics of a test, such as the design. For example,
it may be more difficult to achieve sample sizes of 30 or
more for a CAT exam where not every examinee receives
the same items, because of low administration rates for some
items. Additionally, an easy item should yield a sufficient
sample size for comparison of examinees with an item
score of one, but may not yield a sufficient sample size
of examinees with an item score of zero. In the current
research, the naturally occurring available sample size was
used for comparison, but future research may benefit from
investigating methods for improving such comparisons with
small sample sizes.

Although it is expected that examinees with pre-knowledge
have identifiable response patterns, it is important to note
that disclosed test content varies in accuracy and may be
utilized imperfectly because of human error or other factors.
The scores of examinees with pre-knowledge depend on
the accuracy of the disclosed test items or key. Even in a
case where the correct answer for every item on a test is
disclosed, examinees may have different abilities or tendencies
to memorize and recall that information accurately. Some
examinees with pre-knowledge may intentionally use disclosed
content imperfectly; for example, by only accessing difficult
items or answering some disclosed test items incorrectly to
avoid detection. Some examinees may be aware that their
RTs are being monitored by testing companies and engage
in behaviors to make their test-taking behaviors look less
suspicious. Thus, although it is expected that examinees

with pre-knowledge will display distinct response patterns in
comparison to examinees without pre-knowledge, there may be
considerable individual variability. It is also likely that examinees
with pre-knowledge will invent novel ways of responding to
avoid detection, which makes the detection of pre-knowledge an
evolving problem.

Future Research
Future research on conditional zRTs should attempt to improve
the quality of information in the uncontaminated comparison
group of log RTs. The purpose of the comparison group is to
accurately capture typical response times of examinees who do
not have pre-knowledge and who put an appropriate level of
effort into responding to the items. In the current study, all
log RTs for the examinees in the control group were used to
compute the log RT means and standard deviations. Extreme
outliers or rapid guesses were not excluded when computing
these comparison group statistics because of the small sample
size of the control condition and because such data are typical in
testing data. However, the information provided by conditional
zRTs could be improved by identifying and removing rapid
guesses and other extreme data points prior to the computation
of the comparison group statistics. This should cause increased
separation in conditional zRTs between normal responses and
rapid guesses or responses of examinees with pre-knowledge.

Another possible way to improve the quality of the
information in the comparison group would be to use a statistic
other than the mean in the calculation of the conditional zRTs.
Z-scores use the mean and standard deviation to scale data
and are thus most appropriate for normal distributions with
sufficient sample sizes. In the current study, log transformations
of response times were used to approximate normality, but it is
possible that some item RT distributions remained skewed after
the transformation and the mean did not accurately represent
the center of the distribution because of the presence of outliers.
In such cases, the median is more appropriate as an indicator
of the center of the distribution. Using the median would
prevent the skewness of the distribution from causing some
log RTs to appear more or less extreme than they should,
based on the comparison group. With sufficient sample size,
it may also be possible to compute conditional zRTs matching
examinees with a comparison group of examinees without pre-
knowledge with a similar ability level. Although examinees
with pre-knowledge likely have inflated ability estimates, this
matching would compare their log RTs to the log RTs of
examinees without pre-knowledge with a similar ability level.
Such a comparison would likely detect the log RTs of the
examinees with pre-knowledge as anomalous, even when the
examinees have high ability levels. These adjustments could
improve the quality of information in the comparison group,
leading to improved separation of extreme log RTs from
typical log RTs.

One potentially fruitful future direction for the use of
conditional zRTs would be to identify groups of examinees based
on their patterns. Latent profile analysis, or similar grouping
methods could be used to distinguish types of responding. For
example, differentiating high ability examinees from examinees
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with pre-knowledge or low ability examinees from random
guessers. This would advance the ultimate goal of this type of
research, which is to develop statistical models to identify likely
examinee behaviors. Investigating how the examinee behavior
patterns for an exam shift over time may provide valuable
information, such as when test content may have been disclosed
or the population of examinees has changed.

Summary
In this study, a new method was proposed for analyzing response
times to detect pre-knowledge, computing a conditional scaling
by comparing each examinee’s response time on each item to
a sample of response times on the same item from examinees
who did not have pre-knowledge and who received the same
score on that item. The comparisons were conducted using
logistically transformed response times and computed as z-
scores, hence the name of the resulting values, conditional
zRTs. These conditional zRTs were computed and analyzed
in an experimental data set obtained by randomly selecting
some examinees to have pre-knowledge of half of the test
items. Some examinees received only test items and some
also received correct answers. The results showed that the
computation of conditional zRTs was feasible, even with a
small uncontaminated comparison group, and that using an
uncontaminated comparison group was more important to the
performance of the zRTs than conditioning on score. Exploratory

analyses of the conditional zRTs found strong separation between
disclosed and undisclosed items and between examinees with and
without pre-knowledge.
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